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Abstract2

The MuSun experiment is a precision measurement of the rate for nuclear muon capture3

on the deuteron, designed to resolve a long-standing disagreement between experiment4

and theory, and to determine an important low-energy constant relevant for a variety5

of weak and strong dynamics. The experiment is based on a novel active target method6

employing a pure deuterium cryogenic time-projection chamber. The data taking was7

completed in two main campaigns and the analysis is well advanced. The unique chal-8

lenges and corresponding strategy of the experiment as well as the status of the analysis9

are presented.10

18.1 Introduction11

Muon capture is a powerful tool to study the properties and structure of the nucleon and few12

nucleon systems as predicted by effective theories (EFT) founded on Quantum Chromodynam-13

ics. Our program focuses on capture from the simplest of all muonic atoms, namely on the14

proton in the theoretically-pristine muonic hydrogen (MuCap experiment) [1–3] as well as on15

the simplest nucleus in muonic deuterium (MuSun experiment [4]), which is presented here.16

Our collaboration has pioneered a novel active-target method based upon the development of17

high-pressure time-projection chambers (TPC) filled with hydrogen/deuterium gas, and in an18

earlier experiment 3He [5].19
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Figure 18.1: The hadronic vertex (red circle) in the three weak processes muon
capture, neutrino deuteron scattering and pp fusion is characterized by a common
parameter.
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18.2 MuSun Experiment

One of the most interesting topics for muon capture in the few-body sector is the family of20

two-nucleon weak-interaction processes. As shown in Figure 18.1 this family contains muon21

capture on the deuteron,22

µ+ d → n+ n+ ν (18.1)

together with two astrophysics reactions of fundamental interest, in particular, pp fusion,23

which is the primary energy source in the sun and the main sequence stars, and the νd re-24

actions, which provides the evidence for solar neutrino oscillations by measuring the flavor-25

separated neutrino flux at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory. The extremely small rates of26

these processes do not allow their cross sections to be measured under terrestrial conditions;27

they can only be calculated by theory [6–9], with information derived from the more-complex28

three-nucleon system.29

These interactions all involve the same axial-vector coupling at a four-nucleon vertex30

[10,11], the two-nucleon analog to gA for the nucleon. The strength of this coupling is char-31

acterized by a single, poorly known low energy constant (LEC) in the EFT description up to32

the required order. Moreover, this LEC is an essential ingredient in the construction of chiral33

three-nucleon forces [12,13] and in other weak and strong processes [14,15].34

MuSun plans to determine the rate Λd of muon capture on the deuteron to 1.5%, where35

Λd denotes the capture rate from the doublet hyperfine state in a muonic deuterium atom.36

Current experiments are at the 6-10% level, and the most precise one [16] disagrees with the37

latest theory calculation of Λd = 399± 3 s−1 [8,9], see also [17], by more than 3-sigma. The38

LEC will be determined at the 20% level, i.e. 5 times better than what is presently known from39

the two-nucleon system.40

18.2 MuSun Experiment41

The MuSun experiment uses the so-called “lifetime method" consisting of a precision measure-42

ment of the muon disappearance rate in deuterium. The time distribution of electrons from43

muon decay in deuterium follows2
44

dNe

d t
(t)∝ e−(λµ++Λd ) t (18.2)

i.e. the disappearance rate λdµ measured by MuSun is the sum of the free muon decay rate45

λµ+ [18], and the capture rate Λd . Λd is determined by subtracting the precisely known λµ+46

from λdµ. The basic experimental technique is similar to the MuCap experiment described47

in Section 17 [3]. Muons pass through the entrance detectors and a beryllium window to48

stop in a cryogenic time-projecton-chamber (cryo-TPC) filled with ultra-pure deuterium gas49

(Figure 18.2). Decay electrons are detected in two cylindrical wire chambers and a 16-fold50

segmented scintillator barrel. The lifetime is determined from the measured time difference51

between the fast muon entrance detector and the decay electron scintillator array. After a52

muon hits the entrance counter, a fast kicker [19] turns off the beam for the measurement53

interval to reduce pileup.54

The experiment must simultaneously meet several stringent requirements. i) The target55

conditions (T=31 K and density 6.5% of liquid-hydrogen density) are optimized for an un-56

ambiguous extraction of Λd , and the suppression of muonic atomic-physics complications57

that arise when muons stop in deuterium, such as muon-catalyzed fusion [20]. ii) Muons58

are stopped in an active target, the unique high-density cyro-TPC, specifically developed for59

MuSun. Three-dimensional tracking in the TPC eliminates most muon-stops in wall material.60

High-Z material is used for most TPC materials, so that remaining muons stopping there are61

2approximate expression after muons have reached the doublet hyperfine state.
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18.3 Status of the Analysis
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Figure 18.2: Cryogenic TPC with a sensitive volume of 9.6×7.1×12.5 cm3 segmented
into 6×8 pads. Muon beam enters from the front. The grid and field cage wires are
made of gold and silver plated tungsten, respectively, and the HV anode consists of a
silver foil. The grid frame has a composite construction to withstand thermal cycling.

quickly captured. iii) Muon transfer to impurity elements, where capture occurs with a much62

higher rate than in deuterium, is suppressed by keeping the gas contamination at the 10−9
63

level with a continuous circulation and filter system [21]. The purity is monitored in situ in64

the TPC by gas chromatography [22]. Isotopically pure deuterium was produced in an on-site65

cryogenic distillation system [23].66

The high gas density in the cryo-TPC requires a drift voltage of 80 kV to achieve a drift67

velocity of 5 mm/µs and prohibits signal amplification in the gas. Thus the TPC was operated68

as an ionization chamber. A challenging aspect of the design was the Frisch grid, which was69

strung with gold-plated tungsten wires of 50 µm diameter with 400 µm pitch. It features a70

composite frame, where the side bars along the wires direction were also made of tungsten71

to match the thermal expansion while the cross bars were made of stainless steel to allow72

soldering the wires. This construction withstood numerous cryogenic temperature cycles over73

several years without damage. Excellent energy resolution of ≈17 keV rms was realized with74

custom built cyro-preamplifiers [24] which operated inside the insulation vacuum in close75

vicinity to the TPC at a stabilized temperature of 140 K.76

After several technical developments and upgrades, MuSun collected its full statistics of77

1.4 × 1010 events in two main production runs R2014 and R2015 at the PSI πE1 beamline,78

followed, in 2016, by a shorter run focused on systematic effects.79

18.3 Status of the Analysis80

As the capture rate Λd amounts to less than one per mill of the muon decay rate λµ+ , the81

muon disappearance rate λdµ has to be measured to 13 ppm to determine Λd to 1.5% or82

± 6 s−1. Such a precision requires careful attention to systematics from physical as well as83

instrumental effects. In particular early to late effects within the fit range of 1-24 µs must be84

tightly controlled.85

The analysis starts with the muon stop definition. This is a critical step as subsequent86

muon-catalyzed-fusion products can overlap the muon track, see Figure 18.3, leading to mis-87

reconstruction of the muon stopping point. Most tracks are muon stops with energy deposition88

up to 1.5 MeV. However, dµ atoms can combine to muonic ddµ molecules, from which spon-89

taneous fusion proceeds in two branches 3He (0.8 MeV)+n (2.4 MeV) and p (3.0 MeV)+t (1.090

MeV). The higher energy structures in the µ− spectrum are indicative for fusion recoils not91

separated from the muon tracks. While the time distribution of all decays is well described by92

(18.2), the time distributions for decay electrons with or without fusion reactions differ. Thus93
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Figure 18.3: Energy deposition in TPC
around muon stop location. Pileup with
fusion recoils from 3He and pt leads to
distinct structures at higher energies in
the µ− spectrum. The µ+ spectrum with
lower statistics was scaled up.
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Figure 18.4: Muon stopping distribution
in y-z projection with fiducial boundaries
(yellow lines). The full stopping distribu-
tion (left panel) can be shaped by cuts on
the first TPC pad row to reduce the muon
population close to the boundaries (right
panel).

both event types have to be reconstructed with the same acceptance at sub percent accuracy to94

avoid biasing the lifetime measurement. The dominant mechanism for acceptance differences95

are misreconstruction of muon stops at the TPC fiducial boundaries caused by the overlap with96

the 3 MeV protons from p+t reactions which have a range of 13 mm. The approach to study97

these corrections is indicated in Figure 18.4. By imposing x, y and dE/dx cuts on the first pad98

row of the TPC the stopping distribution can be shaped in all dimensions, reducing or enhanc-99

ing the muon population at the fiducial volume boundaries and quantifying the associated100

acceptance losses. Currently the uncertainty of this method is estimated as ≈ 6 s−1.101
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Figure 18.5: Calibration of capture yield from N2 impurities. After an initial high
purity run, the circulating flow was doped with 10 ppb and 30 ppb admixtures, re-
spectively. The concentrations build up over hours in the TPC as monitored by the
increasing yield of capture recoils. The chromatography measurements (red squares)
track the capture yield and are used to calibrate it.

At the operating temperature T=31 K of MuSun, most impurities have frozen out, but the102

partial pressure of potential nitrogen trace admixtures would be too high. As the rate for muon103

transfer from deuterium to nitrogen at cryogenic conditions was unknown, MuSun determined104
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18.3 Status of the Analysis

the sensitivity to the nitrogen concentration cN in a dedicated experiment as ∂ λdµ/∂ cN≈ 4 s−1
105

per ppb. During R2015 the MuSun chromatography was able to limit cN to about 1 ppb [22]. A106

more direct method applied to all runs is the detection of the capture recoil from µ+N → C∗+ν107

in the TPC, c.f. Figure 18.5. Identifying those rare low energy signals of about 150 keV is108

challenging against the background of Michel electrons and 3He recoils, but was achieved due109

to the excellent energy resolution of the cryo-TPC. This analysis is in progress, as the observed110

capture yield still requires a correction for scattering of µ+d capture neutrons inside the TPC.111
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Figure 18.6: Muon decay spectra from scintillators observed in R2014 requiring one
(1e) or two (2e) electrons in the region of interest of 0-24000 ns. The fit range is
1-24 µs with a bin width of 40 ns. The fit model is a single exponential and an
accidental component with a small linear term. The fit curves and the data are not
discernible by eye. The normalized residual plots demonstrate consistency once early
kicker induced background has subsided.

The muon decay spectra, see Figure 18.6, are built by histogramming the electron scintilla-112

tor barrel hits against the entrance scintillator time for muons that were tracked to stop inside113

the fiducial volume of the TPC. For decay electrons the signals in the scintillator are used or,114

alternatively, this information is combined with tracking in the electron wire chambers. This115

provides some complementarity, as the scintillators are fast and simple, while the chambers116

are slower and more sensitive to noise pickup but define an electron track vector. The time117

spectra shown in the figure are sorted depending whether only one (1e), or two (2e) electrons118

were detected in the region of interest (ROI) 0-24 µs after muons stop. In the 1e spectrum ac-119

cidentals are suppressed as their detection probability is decreased by (1 - εe), where εe = 0.7120

is the detection efficiency for Michel electrons. On the other hand, in the 2e spectrum muon121

decay electrons are suppressed by the small probability of≈ 3% of an accidental hit within the122

ROI. Thus the 1e time spectrum is favorable to obtain clean decay information, while the 2e123

spectrum is useful to study the properties of the background. In fact, a slight time-dependent124

decrease of the background is observed, which is probably related to the fast kicker, and is ac-125

counted for in a simultaneous fit of both spectra. The linear correction term leads to a few Hz126

shift in the fitted disappearance rate λµd with an uncertainty currently estimated as ≈ 3s−1.127

A fraction of the data has been taken with a µ+ beam to study systematic effects free of128

the aforementioned µ− physics processes, albeit with the additional complication of muon129

spin rotation affecting positive muons. This data has been unblinded and found in agreement130
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with the MuLan muon lifetime [18] (see also Section 16 [25]), well within the statistical131

uncertainty of 21 s−1 of the MuSun µ+ dataset. This is an important consistency check to limit132

instrumental systematic effects that apply to µ− as well to µ+.133

18.4 Summary and Outlook134

The strategy and analysis of the MuSun experiment has been described. In particular, the main135

sources of uncertainty have been discussed, while deferring several others to a more detailed136

publication. The presence of muon-catalyzed-fusion in deuterium, absent in MuCap, required137

intricate studies of the cryo-TPC response derived from high statistics datasets. The analysis is138

advanced with final work and cross checks still under way. The collaboration plans to unblind139

the first µ− dataset R2014 within the next few months, which has sufficient statistics to clarify140

the long-standing discrepancy between experiment and theory on nuclear muon capture on the141

deuteron. The final analysis will include a larger second dataset R2015 to obtain a capture rate142

with 1-2% uncertainty, commensurate with the current precision of theoretical calculations.143

The comparison of experiment and theory will test whether there are still surprises in the144

description of the weak coupling of the two-nucleon system and will establish a low-energy145

constant relevant for a variety of weak and strong dynamics.146
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